
TRAVEL TIPS 

Hills Holes 10 - 18 
 
To get to #10, 11, or 12 from the pro shop: 

 Go past #1; cross the bridge; proceed to #2 tee box; and take the hard left up the hill.   
 Go past #17; cross Del Webb and turn left.  Stay on the sidewalk and follow the path 

around taking the left at the fork.   
 Cross the street; follow the path past #8 and 9 
 Cross the street and follow the path to #10, 11, or 12, whichever is your starting hole. 

 
To get to #12, 13, 14, 15, or 16 from the pro shop: 

 Follow the above directions.  However, once you cross Del Webb, stay straight and 
proceed to your starting hole (FYI, #16 is the first hole you come to past Del Webb -- it's 
on your left). 

 

To get to #17 from the pro shop:  
 Follow above directions, but do not cross Del Webb.  It's recommended that you drive 

past the men's tee to turn around, however, as it is much safer to do so there than by 
the red tee box. 

 
To get to #18 from the pro shop:  

 Go straight from the staging area (not left past the practice range) and proceed to the 
bottom of the hill. 

 
To get to #10 from #18:  

 Reverse course (perhaps after a restroom stop); turn left on the path just past #18 tee 
box 

 Cross the bridge; and follow the directions spelled out in #1. 
 
AFTER PLAY IS COMPLETED 
 
To return to the pro shop from #10 or 11:  

 Reverse your course.  Drive past #9 and 8; cross the street and stay right to the 
sidewalk.   

 At the end of the sidewalk, cross Del Webb; go past #17 and down the hill; stay right; 
follow the path around; cross the bridge; turn left and drive past #18 to the staging area. 

 
To return to the pro shop from #12, 13, 14, 15, or 16:  

 Go forward from your hole; cross Del Webb; go past #17; and follow the directions at 
the end of the preceding paragraph. 

 
To return to the pro shop from #17:  

 Go down the hill; bear right around the pond; cross the bridge, turn left, and go up the 
hill past #18 to the pro shop. 

 
To return to the pro shop from #18: 

 Drive straight to the staging area and be thankful for the starting hole your group drew. 
 


